“Change of plan, let’s go back to my apartment so I can get my wallet. This happens all the time.”
OHOW I FIND RESOURCES

- Write out topic areas
- Search for author
- Look at publication
- Back to doc
- Another search
- add thoughts to doc

HOW I EVALUATE IMAGES OR TEXT

- Author
- Topic (based on reading sections)
- Title

HOW I USE A MONOGRAPH

- Scan sections available in Google Books
- Scan TOC and read interesting sections in full book

“OHOW I EVALUATE IMAGES OR TEXT

“Oh I forgot my post-its.” She rips her napkin and uses it as a bookmark. “I’m too lazy to look at the references, but must come back to this page.”

WHAT I CHOOSE

- CITATION MINING
  - She follows citations by searching for the next book online, often finding previews in Google Books. This is best supported by digital format.

- EXTRACTING SPECIFIC INFO
  - Pulling out sections is easier via copy and paste than typing.

- CLOSE READING
  - For close reading, print is easier.

- REUSING-OR-REVISITING A TEXT
  - Digital versions of books allow her to “take the book with her” via computer and quick searching to refind.

“I’m not good at navigating the stacks, some people just instinctively know where to go.”

“I like the most recent book on a topic. Then I mine that for footnotes”